
Identification and recovery of overpayments in
disbursements quicker with more accurate results than
competitors. Up to 1M ($/£/€) identified per billion of
spend reviewed.

Advanced anomaly detection technology applied to quickly
identify and prioritise transactions to recover.

Access to our proprietary analytics and reporting tool is
provided at no-cost during the audit to reveal insights into
vendor management, fraud indicators, and process
compliance gaps.

Portal access with visibility into claim status, recovery
amounts, credit classification, and insight into work-in-
progress.

Minimal disruption to your accounts payable or shared
services teams. Find and resolve hidden issues across your
P2P cycle globally. 

Root cause of payment errors to enable corrective action.
Trend on type of payment error and best practice guidance
for prevention.

BENEFITS

PRIMARY FEATURES

                                       Deliver cash back to your organisation by
completing recoveries faster, providing your team with the
technology to become proactive.

                                       Enhance supplier relations by filtering out
invalid errors to limit the number of contacts required and
expedite resolution.

                          Recovery process and original document
traceability for audit compliance.

                                             We use industry expertise and our
advanced algorithms to perform a comprehensive AP recovery
audit. Glantus does the work, freeing your team for other tasks.

                        Detailing root cause analysis to help stem future
losses.
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ARE YOU FACING THESE
CHALLENGES?

AP team resources are stretched,
leaving no time to research
overpayments, supplier follow-up,
track status, and apply credits.

Emailed PDF invoice submission and
multiple channels of receipt increase
risk of duplicate invoices being paid.

Difficult to identify and analyse
payment anomalies with AP spend
spread across multiple ERP systems
and payment sources (P-Card, 3rd
party supply chain financing).

Plagued by high turnover and loss of
in-depth AP process knowledge.

AUDIT & RECOVERY
Identify and recover lost profits due to payment errors with our technology-enabled
service that provides root cause analysis to prevent future losses.

GLANTUS VALUE

1. Custom Portal for Visibility 24/7

2. 95% AVG Supplier Response Rate

3. Management Assessment Report

4. Global Enterprise Experience

Faster Recoveries: 

Supplier Relations: 

Traceability:

Human & Technology:

Prevention:

Accounts Payable

Internal Audit

Finance

Procurement

WHO BENEFITS?


